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Summary
The present study was conducted to economically evaluate several interventions
affecting population mental health. The measurement of the effectiveness of an
intervention is given in life years gained, years which originally were lost due to
disease related premature death or decrease in life quality.
The field of mental health was chosen due to its important and ever increasing role in
the entire world. In 2001, the percentage of psychiatric diseases, mental disorders
and related conditions (including mental disorders caused by the use of addictive
substances) in total burden of disease i.e. cause of health loss was 12% in the world
and up to 25% in the European Union.
Depression and schizophrenia are psychiatric diseases which due to their prevalence
and chronic development are the cause of substantial burden of disease. For instance,
in Estonia, schizophrenia is the cause of 3% of the total health loss of the population,
which makes it the fifth cause in the list of diseases for both men and women.
In Estonia, alcohol abuse is among the largest three risk factors causing health loss,
together with smoking and physical inactivity, each of which is related to 7-8-% of
total health loss of the population. Alcohol abuse increases the risk of cardiovascular
diseases, breast cancer and other malignant tumours and various gastroenterological
diseases (cirrhosis of the liver and pancreatitis). Alcohol is also an important risk
factor of intentional and unintentional injury, and causes alcohol addiction, suicides
and alcohol related psychoses.
Estonia implements effective treatment methods to decrease burden of disease
caused by depression and schizophrenia and preventive actions to avoid health loss
due to alcohol abuse. The current report evaluates the interventions used from the
economical cost-effectiveness perspective and gives recommendations for the
implementation of further measures in improving population mental health.
This study made use of the WHO-CHOICE methodology and computational tools,
which are specially designed for evaluating the cost-effectiveness of interventions
targeted at decreasing burden of disease. This methodology enables to establish the
influence of currently used actions and interventions one by one and thus determine
the combination that guarantees the greatest effect on health with optimal cost.
The discussed treatment methods for depression and schizophrenia encompass
pharmacological treatment with two most important medication groups for both
diseases, psychosocial treatment and case management of schizophrenia and
proactive collaborative care for depression.
Interventions targeted at alcohol abuse are either preventive (e.g. taxation,
limitations on availability and advertising) and decrease the number of new cases of
alcohol abuse, or targeted at current abusers (e.g. breath testing on roads, counselling
by GP, taxation) to decrease their alcohol consumption.
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As an important part of the analysis, the health impact and cost-effectiveness of
various interventions for all three conditions were modelled taking into account
different levels of target group coverage and actual costs in current Estonian prices,
including necessary costs of conducting the program and treatment and hospital
costs directly related to the patient.
Evaluation of an intervention’s cost-effectiveness was expressed by the total cost for
gaining one year of healthy life and its relative amount to the average gross domestic
product (GDP) per capita (90 472 EEK in 2004).
In the case of depression, implementing solely pharmacological treatment is least
effective. The most cost-effective result in combating depression is achieved when
combining pharmacological treatment with psychotherapy and proactive
collaborative care. Then the cost of saving one extra life year is 43 003 EEK.
The treatment of depression used in Estonia today saves 1 743 life years every year
and the cost of saving one life year is 52 411 EEK. When improving target group
coverage and substantially increasing the implementation of psychotherapy and
proactive collaborative care, 2 457 life years could be saved in Estonia with a cost of
43 004 EEK per life year saved as noted above.
In selecting treatment methods for schizophrenia, the least effective choice would be
to use pharmacological treatment individually. The most cost-effective result would
be to combine pharmacological therapy with psychosocial therapy and case
management, whereby the cost for saving one extra life year would be 252 265 EEK.
The treatment of schizophrenia used currently in Estonia saves 161 life years annually
with the cost of 611 509 EEK for saving one life year according to the prevalence and
combining of different treatment methods. When improving target group coverage
and substantially increasing the implementation of psychotherapy and case
management, 417 life years could be saved in Estonia with a cost of 252 265 EEK per
life year saved as noted above.
In the case of schizophrenia and depression, the cost-effectiveness and efficiency of
current treatment methods is increased mostly by the optimal selection and
combination of available treatment methods. Furthermore, although complementing
pharmacological treatment with supportive activities requires larger resources, the
joint effect of combined interventions on population health is far more cost-effective
than that of single activities by themselves.
Of single interventions targeted at decreasing alcohol abuse, the most cost-effective
way to decrease population health-loss is the taxation of alcohol, whereat the gain in
health increases proportionally with the tax rate. According to cost-effectiveness,
taxation is followed by limiting availability, limiting advertising and random breath
testing on roads.
The current combination of interventions aimed at alcohol abuse in Estonia saves
3 613 years every year. Increasing taxation by 50% and increasing the prevalence of
other interventions (e.g. limiting advertising and random breath testing on roads) the
number of life years saved would be 8 350 with the cost of 3 368 EEK per life year.
That would be the optimum outcome in population health with optimal costs.
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In comparing the costs of saving one healthy life year with GDP per capita, all
interventions aimed at depression and alcohol abuse turned out to be very costeffective or cost-effective (3x GDP per capita or below). Of interventions aimed at
schizophrenia, however, only the three most cost-effective were below the 3xDGP per
capita limit.
Cost-effectiveness is not the only criterion in healthcare-political decision making,
but the results of the current study provide insights into possible ways of improving
population health and preventing a greater number of life years lost, with the
resulting economical and social gains, by using various resources more efficiently.
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Introduction
During recent years, burden of disease due to mental health disorders have begun to
receive noticeable attention. According to the 2002 WHO world health report (1) 13%
of years of life lost and 33% of years lived with disability are caused by various mental
health disorders.
The amount of resources distributed on a global scale for decreasing the burden of
disease due to mental health disorders is relatively small and insufficient. This is
most clearly evident in developing countries (2). Keeping in mind the limits imposed
by the scarcity of resources, the current distribution of resources between different
services and methods should be re-evaluated in order to find the most efficient
servicing scheme that would decrease the burden of disease most effectively.
The importance of mental health problems at the societal level in Estonia, just as in
other countries, brought about this project. The high prevalence of mental health
disorders is a burden to individuals and households directly effected as well as to
society in general. According to various studies, the mental health of the population
in Estonia is worse than in other Western and North European countries (3).
Mental health in Estonia has begun to receive more attention recently. For instance,
during 4-5 October 2004 the WHO European Regional Bureau in cooperation with
the Ministry of Social Affairs organized a conference for mental health and work life
in connection with the WHO European Ministerial Conference on Mental Health in
January 2005. Also, through the process of involvement, the base document of
mental health (4) and an analysis of mental health funding and resource usage (5)
were drawn up by the centre for policy studies PRAXIS. In addition, the nongovernmental Healthcare Association is completing an overview document of the
mental health system in Estonia.
The aim of the current project is to obtain more specific information about
possibilities of decreasing burden of disease, based on mental health intervention
costs, effectiveness and cost-effectiveness at various target group coverage levels, in
order to plan a national mental health policy.
WHO-CHOICE (Choosing Interventions that are Cost-Effective) methodology and
tools, that were created to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of interventions directed at
decreasing burden of disease, were implemented in conducting this study. WHOCHOICE has so far focused mainly on regional analyses, thus for national level
analysis a further data gathering and specification (contextualization) took place as a
part of this study.
The report gives an overview of health loss due to psychiatric diseases, depression
and schizophrenia more specifically, and risk burden of alcohol abuse as a
behavioural health risk. It also gives an overview of the method of cost-effectiveness
evaluation used in the study, input data and the results of the cost-effectiveness
analysis.
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Background
1

Mental health situation

Mental health disorders are a public health issue in all countries of the world, having
a substantial impact on the people themselves, their families and the society as a
whole. Psychiatric disorders, especially depression, cause considerable burden on the
society all over the world. According to WHO estimates, depression accounts for up
to 11% of the entire burden of disease in some regions of the world (6).
There are currently 450 million people in the world with psychiatric, neurological or
behavioural disorders. 150 million of them suffer from depression, 25 million from
schizophrenia and more than 90 million are addicted to alcohol or drugs.
Approximately 873 000 people end their life in suicide every year.
Mental health disorders are a cause of disability and may thus inflict a substantial
economic burden on society. According to the 1993 World Development Report, four
mental health and/or neurological disorders are among the ten most important
causes of disability. In 1993 depression was regarded as the fourth most important
cause for disability, and if the current trends continue, by 2020 it may become the
second most important cause for the entire population and the first for women.
Mental health is directly linked to people’s physical health (8), economical
productivity and employment (9). Psychiatric disorders could also be a cause of
catastrophic expenditure in households, which may be a precipitating factor in falling
into poverty. At the same time, it is the poorer part of the population that suffers
more from mental health disorders (10). People with mental health disorders often
become socially isolated, their quality of life dramatically decreases and they suffer
from a greater mortality rate.
Mental disorders are a burden on health care as well as social sphere, creating a need
for health care services as well as for other services e.g. social, economical and
educational services. Every fourth patient visiting a health care establishment has at
least one psychiatric, neurological or behavioural disorder, most of which are left
without diagnosis and care. At the same time all these conditions have various
corresponding interventions which can be used to improve the quality of life of
people and restore their ability to work (11).
Similarly to the rest of the world, the situation of mental health in Estonia is
worrisome – the main problems are the increased frequency of psychiatric disorders,
stress and depression and their occurrence in ever younger age groups. 55 242 people
were diagnosed with psychiatric or behavioural disorders in Estonia in 2002 (12),
while the number of suicides remains at a worryingly high level (27-40 per 100 000
people per year). Suicide is also an important cause of death between ages 15 and 29
(4).
Mental health disorders in the Estonian population are distributed unevenly.
Inequality in mental health is evident mostly in the frequency of occurrence among
different socio-demographical population groups, where those with a lower income,
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with a lower level of education and the Russian-speaking population are most
vulnerable (13).
Additional problems are caused by the interaction of psychiatric problems with the
consumption of addictive substances (14). According to the health behaviour study of
the Estonian adult population, the consumption of wine, vodka and beer has been
constantly increasing during the last 10 years among both men and women (15).
Despite the severity and gravity of consequences of mental health disorders, there are
regions and countries in the world where the problem has not received adequate
attention. The main problems are the under-emphasis on mental health, limited
access to services, scarcity of alternative care methods and insufficient information
about treatment possibilities.
Resources that do not correspond to the needs compose a major part of the problems
connected to mental health in most countries; this is partly caused by a negative
public and political attitude and the stigmatization of psychiatric diseases and the
psychiatrically ill. The scarcity of resources in turn forces decisions to be made – to
choose priority population groups, diseases or treatment methods. With the latter
there is the possibility of basing decisions on the relative cost of interventions i.e. the
ratio of costs and benefits.
The 1993 World Bank World Development Report: Investing in Health broadly uses
the burden of disease concept to evaluate the population health condition, which in
cooperation with the concept of cost-effectiveness enables priorities to be identified
which improve population health most efficiently.
Cost-effectiveness analysis of interventions assessed at the population health, in
addition to several ethical, social and political criteria and goals (figure 1-1) is an
integral part of the decision making process. In addition to the cost-effectiveness
criterion, the decision making process must also draw attention to the relative
severity of the condition, externalities that accompany the disease and the protection
of human rights (16).
The current cost-effectiveness analysis implemented a sectoral approach developed
by the World Health Organization (WHO). The corresponding WHO project
CHOosing Interventions that are Cost Effective (CHOICE) was founded with the
purpose of providing decision makers with information about the effectiveness and
cost-effectiveness of various health interventions.
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Figure 1-1. Different categories of criteria in a decision making process
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2

Burden of Disease in Estonia

More than 300 000 healthy life years in Estonia are lost due to premature mortality
and morbidity each year. For instance, 326 898 healthy years of life were lost in
2002, with the contribution of premature mortality and morbidity to this overall loss
approximately equal (17).
In this report the concept burden of disease signifies the loss of population health
and it is measured in healthy life years lost (DALY i.e. Disability Adjusted Life Years)
which is found by adding the years lost due to deaths (Years of Life Lost or YLL) and
years lived with impaired health (Years Lived with Disability or YLD).
Unlike conventional measure of health outcome, the DALY enables us to analyze the
health loss due to both mortality and morbidity, combining them into one single
indicator. The burden of disease methodology has been described for the Estonian
audience in detail in the article “Population Health Loss i.e. Burden of Disease:
Evaluation Methodology” by Vals, Lai and Kiivet (18).
Cardiovascular diseases, cancer and external causes make up the largest part of
health loss of the Estonian population, with 210 000 life years lost. Illnesses
belonging to the mentioned disease groups are a frequent cause of death and thus
form a large part of the mortality loss of the total life years lost of the population.
The role of psychiatric diseases in the burden of disease is most evident in studying
the health loss due to morbidity. The diseases of this category make up 10% of health
loss for both men and women, as can be seen from table 2-1.
Disease group
Pulmonary diseases
Cancers
Genito-urinary diseases
Joint and muscle diseases
Infections
Neurological diseases
Psychiatric diseases
Gastroenterological diseases
Cardiovascular diseases
Other diseases and disorders
External causes and injuries

Male
7%
16%
1%
5%
1%
3%
4%
4%
32%
6%
18%

Female
5%
19%
2%
9%
1%
3%
5%
3%
37%
9%
6%

Congenital disorders and pregnancy related conditions

2%

1%

Table 2-1. Proportion of major disease categories in total burden of disease by
gender
In the Estonian burden of disease study, individual conditions were formed by
grouping single ICD-10 (International Classification of Diseases, Revision 10) codes
based on similarity (19). 169 individual conditions were discussed in this study.
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Schizophrenia was among the top 15 and depression among the top 50 of the most
important causes of burden of disease. In the list of causes of burden of disease for
men, schizophrenia ranked 15th with over 3% of total health loss, for women it was
counted 8th with 4% of total health loss (table 2-2).
Male

Female

1

Ischaemic heart disease

28 198

Ischaemic heart disease

27 031

2

Stroke

11 748

Stroke

18 454

3

Cancer of lung

6 939

Osteoarthritis

6 297

4

COPD

5 546

Hypertension

6 246

5

Suicide

5 350

COPD

5 009

6

Poisoning

4 995

Breast cancer

4 159

7

Hypertension

4 718

Colorectal cancer

3 690

8

Cardiomyopathies

4 406

Schizophrenia

3 397

9

Traffic injuries

3 851

Cirrhosis

2 738

10

Cirrhosis

3 769

Hearing loss

2 349

11

Pneumonia

3 726

Leiomyoma

2 324

12

Osteoarthritis

2 650

Cardiomyopathies

2 299

13

Colorectal cancer

2 599

Cancer of stomach

2 189

14

Cancer of stomach

2 547

Nephrosis

2 186

15

Schizophrenia

2 389

Cancer of lung

1 738

Table 2-2. Burden of disease caused by schizophrenia and it’s ranking among other
cause-categories by gender
In the list of conditions based solely on morbidity, schizophrenia is regarded 5th for
both men and women with 5% of total health loss (table 2-3). In addition, depression
is positioned 24th for women.
Male
1

COPD

Female
4 462

Osteoarthritis

6 297

2 Ischaemic heart disease

3 418

COPD

4 563

3 Hypertension

2 813

Hypertension

3 852

4 Osteoarthritis

2 632

Stroke

3 545

5 Schizophrenia

2 389

Schizophrenia

3 397

Table 2-3. Burden of disease from morbidity of schizophrenia and it’s ranking
among other sources of morbidity by gender
The results of Estonian Burden of disease study could potentially underestimate the
importance of depression in Estonian population as these calculations are based on
health care utilisation data. Current study relies mostly on population surveys as
described in section 8.6.
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3

Burden of disease and risk factors in Estonia

If the primary goal in evaluating burden of disease is to get an overview of population
health as a whole, then in choosing actions to improve population health it is
important to know the role of health risks contributing to diseases forming the
burden of disease (20). Table 3-1 presents the effects of major risk factors on burden
of disease showing the direction of the effect of the risk factor and its extent in
developed countries.
Major risk factors and % of total DALY
Smoking
Hypertension
Alcohol
Cholesterol
Obesity
Inadequate use of
fruits and vegetables
Physical inactivity
Illicit drug use
Unsafe sex
Iron deficiency

Disease and % of total DALY

12,2%

Ischaemic heart disease

9,4%

10,9%

Depression

7,2%

Vascular diseases of brain

9,2%

6,0%

7,6%

Alcohol dependency

3,5%

7,4%

Dementia and other
neurological disorders

3,0%

3,9%

Hearing loss

2,8%

3,3%

COPD

2,6%

1,8%

Traffic injuries

2,5%

0,8%

Osteoarthritis

2,5%

0,7%

Pulmonary cancers

2,4%

Attributable fraction over 50%
25-49%
1-24%
Table 3-1. Proportion of risk factors and diseases from total burden of disease in
developed countries and causal effects of risk factors in disease development (21)
Thus the decrease of a risk factor’s prevalence and its consequent effect on related
diseases provides an avenue for improving population health. In risk factor analysis it
is important to keep in mind the polyetiological character of common diseases, an
example of which is the occurrence of one and the same risk factor in several different
diseases. Because of these overlapping of risk factors, the burden of disease due to
individual health risks can not be totalled because this may lead to an extreme
overestimate of the role of a risk factor (22).
In 2004 the first risk burden study based on WHO methodology (20;23) was
conducted in Estonia simultaneously with a general burden of disease study (24). The
results of the mentioned study are shown in figure 3-1, which demonstrates the large
role of alcohol abuse, smoking and physical inactivity in Estonian burden of disease.
All three risk factors cause the loss of more than 20 000 healthy life years.
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Figure 3-1. Major risk factors causing burden of disease in Estonia in 2002
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In the case of alcohol abuse, the loss of about 2000 healthy life years is due to various
psychiatric diseases, mostly the loss of life years spent in the condition of addiction
(figure 3-2). At the same time, in health loss due to external causes caused by alcohol,
suicides and suicide attempts play a major role (2000 life years), which according to
several studies is closely related to depression (25;26).

Cancers

Psuchiatric

Gastroenterological

Mortality

Cardiovascular

External

Morbidity

Figure 3-2. Alcohol as a cause of burden of disease by major disease groups
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Methodology
4

WHO-CHOICE introduction

Cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA) is a widely implemented method in the discipline of
health economics where the resources needed in monetary units are linked to the
results in natural indicators. The indicators to measure the results can be the number
of human lives saved, disease cases avoided or objectively measured improvements in
quality of life. Cost-effectiveness analysis has been used in several countries to assess
medical technology (27), including Estonia, for instance in composing a list of
medicinal products and evaluating health care services.
Cost-effectiveness analysis is used alongside burden of disease studies to compare the
resources needed to implement different interventions to the health improvement of
the population resulting from the intervention. The total gain in health (i.e. how
much health loss is avoidable) and the resources necessary to achieve the change are
calculated for each intervention. With this ratio cost-effectiveness analysis helps link
the health and economic outcome of interventions.
The first step in implementing cost-effectiveness analysis alongside burden of disease
studies is defining the population health problem: what, why and when is desired to
change. This is followed by defining possible interventions: which tools and actions
can be used to reach the target and which measures are most effective and
appropriate in achieving the goals.
Evaluating the necessary resources needed to implement the interventions is the next
step. Thereby the expenses are viewed from the society standpoint. Coventionally,
only additional actions and costs necessary for implementing an intervention that are
added to already operating actions and spent resources are considered. For WHOCHOICE, however, where the comparison point is no intervention, it is necessary to
account for all program and patient level costs associated with the implementation of
each intervention.
Thirdly, the change in population health, in years lived in full health, as a result of
different interventions is found. Increases in the number of years lived in full health,
in the number of years lived with disease, improvement in quality of life without an
increase in life years and possible negative effects are all taken into consideration in
the process.
The cost-effectiveness of an intervention depends on the number of healthy life years
gained and the costs for gaining one healthy life year. The most cost-effective
interventions are for example vaccinations against some contagious diseases
(mumps, rubella, diphtheria) where the expenses for vaccination are tens of times
smaller then the avoided expenses for treatment, not to mention the averting of
enormous health loss.
So far, the cost-effectiveness methodology has not been widely used in determining
national health priorities, mainly because of the scarce validation of different
methodologies, problems with data access and poor generalization possibilities of
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study results (28). Lately, to tackle this issue, WHO has begun developing costeffectiveness methods that could be used on the national level. However, it should be
noted once again that cost-effectiveness is only one of the decision making criteria
(figure 1-1).
In order to simplify the use of cost-effectiveness analysis, to standardize the
approaches used in member states and to create comparability, WHO has initiated
the program WHO-CHOICE (CHOosing Interventions that are Cost Effective) (29).
WHO-CHOICE results can be used as an input in defining health care priorities and
its theoretical advantages are connected to three major characteristics. Firstly, this
methodology is a so-called 'generalized' approach, meaning that it is specifically
aimed at escaping the usual confines of economic studies carried out in specific
contexts. On the other hand, as a rule when selecting an intervention to solve a
specific population health problem at a specific time, a more detailed costeffectiveness analysis is required (30).
The second important quality is that WHO-CHOICE methodology evaluates the
effectiveness of all interventions and their combinations based on a hypothetical
“null-situation” in which interventions for the disease or risk factor in question are
absent. This approach primarily enables the comparison of the cost-effectiveness of
different interventions, in addition to giving a single evaluation on the efficiency of
changing the current situation for each intervention.
Thirdly, all interventions are modelled as independent. Intervention results used in
WHO-CHOICE framework correspond to a situation where there are no competing
interventions similarly to the occurrence of only one single disease condition in the
modelled situation.
Fourthly, the intervention impact is modelled for a period of 100 years where the
intervention itself takes place only during the first 10 years. At the end of the
intervention the trends preceding it return and they are used in modelling the change
in population health during the following 90 years.
The results of analyses conducted in different regions all over the world in the WHOCHOICE framework are gathered into a unified database but it does not differentiate
information about single countries belonging to a region. In the WHO-CHOICE
regional context, Estonia belongs to the WHO sub-region EurC with Russia and other
former socialist countries. Cost-effectiveness data about regions can be found on the
WHO-CHOICE website at www.who.int/choice. The gathered data enables the
interpolation of a country’s results according to the region’s average demographical
morbidity, mortality and economic indicators and the difference of the country’s
indicators’ from the region’s average.
The data from the interpolation can be used to specify the country-specific costeffectiveness of interventions. The process of specification and harmonization with
the local situation is referred to as contextualization. In the process of
contextualization, appropriate electronic tools are prepared for each risk factor which
includes formulae for the modelling of the prevalence of the risk factor, involved
burden of disease and data connected with interventions which are based on the
results of interpolation of the corresponding region.
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5

Intervention impacts

In order to calculate the intervention impact, the first step is to estimate the health
loss in the situation of no intervention, a hypothetical null-situation. In the case of no
interventions morbidity, mortality, prevalence and other epidemiological indicators
would differ from the current situation. Such differences in disease epidemiology
would lead to the formation of a different population structure.
The current situation is used as a starting point in locating the null-situation and the
process of reaching it largely determined by the set of currently implemented
interventions. For instance if the intervention is prophylactic by nature a change will
only occur in morbidity, however if the intervention comprises care, the duration of
disease will shorten and the quality of life of the diseased will improve which also
leads to a decrease in health loss of population (31).
Finding the impact of specific interventions is based on the natural course of
untreated cases, clinical studies or expert evaluation. The first two possibilities are
limited in developed countries due to the ethical obligation not to avoid treatment if
one exists and thus the evaluative determination of intervention impact is most used.
The current epidemiological indicators are increased according to the intervention
impact. For instance if a disease intervention decreases morbidity by 7% then to
locate the null-situation the current morbidity measurement is increased by 7%. After
having determined the morbidity, prevalence, case fatality, disease duration and
mortality of the null-situation, the data is used to calculate the population health loss
for the null-situation and also the intervention situation using the population model
PopMod (32) (Figure 5-1).
PopMod describes the development of a population using information about births,
deaths and information on the risk factor under study such as the incidence, lethality
and remission of alcohol abuse.
Two basic scenarios are modelled for a 100 year period: (1) without interventions i.e.
natural development and (2) the impact of the studied interventions on the natural
course of morbidity by implementation for 10 years (after which the epidemiological
rates of the natural course are restored). The difference between these two
interventions depicts the health benefit from the intervention in life years. With
WHO-CHOICE the gained healthy life years are discounted at a rate of 3% and ageweights are implemented similar to those used in the WHO global burden of disease
and risk burden studies (23;33).
The reason for implementing the discount rate and age-weights is the wish to
increase the socio-economical dimension of the results. Discounting i.e. decreasing
the value over time is a regular method in economic analysis and is used in
connecting burden of disease dynamics with its economical outcome (34;35) and
analyzing the cost-effectiveness of long-term investments (36). The use of ageweights gives a different weight of the life years lost for people in different ages and is
based on the widely accepted judgment that gives preference to the years lived as a
young adult over old age and infancy.
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The population model in use has up to five parts that enable the simultaneous
modelling of up to two diseases and their combination in addition to healthy persons
and deaths. Although PopMod allows for the modelling of two diseases it is
commonly used just as a three part model to account for the effects of only one
disease.
In addition to the mentioned epidemiological indicators, the modelling of the health
loss also utilizes general population structure and mortality (with 1-year age groups),
the overall number of births and disability weights for various conditions in the
model.
In conclusion PopMod enables to evaluate the improvement in population health (or
the avoided burden of disease) as a result of the intervention in comparison to the
situation where nothing is done.
Figure 5-1. Population model PopMod

X – population with disease X
C – population with disease C
XC – population with diseases X and C
S – susceptible population
D – deaths
ix1 and ix2 – incidence of X
rx1 and rx2 – remission of X
ic1 and ic2 – incidence of C
rc1 and rc2 – remission of C
fx – fatality hazard due to X
fc – fatality hazard due to C
fxc – fatality hazard due to XC
m – background mortality
B – live birth
T – total population
bin 0– population between ages 0 and 1.
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6

Intervention costs

6.1 Cost evaluation principles
Determining intervention costs in the WHO-CHOICE project is based on three
important principles: a common approach to all the costs of all interventions; a
bottom-up, ingredients approach to costing; and full accounting of economic cost (in
contrast to financial cost).
A common approach to a large number of diseases and the costs of their
interventions by implementing the same methodology and analytical presumptions
greatly increases the comparability of analysis results and a general use of price
results. For instance it permits comparing interventions targeted at cardinally
different diseases, which has so far been difficult (37).
WHO-CHOICE has implemented an ingredients approach to costing, i.e. bottom-up
evaluation of resources to differentiate the amount of a resource used and the cost of
one unit of resource, as it enables a more flexible description of total costs in contrast
to the top-down approach of determining component costs from a total cost estimate.
The third main principle in determining the cost of WHO-CHOICE interventions is
the economic perspective, i.e. attempting to evaluate the opportunity cost in using
various resources, e.g. human resources, in the course of the intervention, whereas it
is not important whether the usage of these resources involves monetary payments.
As the current analysis is based on the society as a whole, the model does not
distinguish between the sources of a resource e.g. state budget, health insurance,
patient contribution or other such sources. According to the same principle the
analysis does not depict the change in tax money paid into the state treasury by
interventions including the change in taxation because from the society’s standpoint
only the location, not the size of the resource has changed. In comparison, with
financial costs only the strict monetary expenditure of the resource users is taken into
account and the burden of the intervention on the society as a whole may not be
apparent.

6.2 Division of resource cost units and prices
In the implementation of different interventions very diverse resources can be
required. WHO-CHOICE separates the resources used according to their input, cost
type, field and time of implementation, the level of the implementing organization
and the origin of the resources. With international comparisons there is an additional
classification according to the currency used.
In the case of input based division the resources are divided into recurrent and onetime resources. Periodical cost e.g. office supplies are used in one year, however,
basic assets e.g. buildings etc last for more than a year.
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According to cost type the costs can be divided into fixed and variable costs. The first
include the costs necessary for initializing a program and keeping it running and do
not depend on the amount of people involved. Such costs include central
administration, basic monitoring, passing legislation etc. Variable costs i.e. cost
depending on the number of people involved include cost connected with storage
space, people communicating with the project target group, people observing the
program process etc.
According to the third point, field of implementation, resource cost is divided
according to the activities for which it is used such as planning, administration,
media, training, monitoring etc.
In accordance with time, WHO-CHOICE distinguishes the cost necessary for
initializing a project and for keeping it in progress. These two intervention periods are
distinguished because on the average the preparation costs can greatly exceed later
requirements. With start-up costs it is important that partly they be spread over the
entire intervention duration in an annual discounted form.
As the cost and need for resources differs according to the scale of the intervention, it
is important to divide the costs according to the level of the organization. Such levels
can be administrative units (state, county, local government, etc) as well as various
establishments providing healthcare services (the level of the establishment and the
patient, the level of the program and the healthcare system or even a local or a
regional hospital).
According to the aforementioned principles and resource division needs, WHOCHOICE has created a software package for adding up the program costs of
intervention called CostIt which is made up of a number of MS Excel templates (38).
CostIt software is meant for analyzing and saving cost related data. It is not a tool for
collecting data but can be used as an example for developing a primary data collection
system.
CostIt software is used for calculating the economic cost of interventions, but
basically it can also be used for calculating the financial cost of interventions.
The two major categories for intervention resources and costs that input into CostIt
software are costs connected to intervention management i.e. program costs and
patient related costs which both require a separate input for the amount of resources
and the cost of a resource unit as mentioned earlier.
Program related resource cost is incurred at a level above that of the units offering
patient service (e.g. central planning, administration and legislation enforcement
related costs). Requirements connected with personnel, technology, media and
transport are specified, and even go down to the level of the number of paperclips
(39).
The necessary resources on the level of establishments providing health services are
described in calculation of patient costs (e.g. the number of bed days, medications,
ambulatory patient visits and medications etc.) (40).
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Although the intervention impacts are determined separately for each intervention, it
is possible to combine the costs of different interventions. The availability of this
possibility is extremely important to gain the accurate analysis of a real situation.
In the analysis of the cost of intervention combinations the common part of all
interventions is determined, where it is possible to divide the cost among
interventions, is determined. In WHO-CHOICE the most frequent common part is
the work time of the administrative personnel. The sharing of office space and
transportation mileage is also used. The use of resource sharing is possible only if one
resource unit is also clearly definable in real life, e.g. the price of a vehicle of which
for example 20% is covered by one intervention.
In addition to resource sharing, CostIt software enables to take into account their real
scale of usage. Resource usage can be defined as the scale of productive time or space
of the entire work time or workspace and direct expenses connected to that resource
in the case of buildings, equipment or workers. For instance in the analysis of hospital
costs the amount of costs on one sickbed varies depending on the time when the bed
is in use.
For WHO-CHOICE interventions, the CostIt package enables to specify various rates
of usage. This in turn generates possibilities for a more accurate evaluation of
intervention related costs and finding ways of sparing expenses with better resource
usage and thus make interventions even more cost-effective.
An important part in determining the total costs of an intervention is the adding up of
the costs of various state levels. The necessary resources and prices for different state
levels are described in intervention planning for a typical region. Thus training
necessity is defined separately for the local municipality, county and the entire
country with the trainer’s salary on each mentioned level. The necessary resources for
the country as a whole are thus found by multiplying with the number of regions.
The total costs also depend on the scale of the intervention, for instance the costs for
the vaccination may become very high when the goal is to vaccinate 100% of children
and special efforts are needed to convince parents who have so far refused to allow
their children to be vaccinated.
The last important point in calculating intervention costs is the fact that currently the
benefits from the increased productivity due to the decreased health loss of the workaged population are not depicted in the WHO-CHOICE tools. The increase in tax
income due to interventions including taxation is also not taken into account because
from the society’s standpoint it is not a matter of costs or benefits but merely a
transfer in resource location.
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7

Interpreting results

Using WHO-CHOICE enables us to talk about the average and incremental
intervention cost-effectiveness. In the case of average cost-effectiveness the results
are evaluated solely, i.e. the assessment of whether it is a cost-effective intervention
or not is done according to the costs of gaining one healthy life year, relative to the
situation of doing nothing.
The implementation of incremental cost-effectiveness indicators, however, is most
appropriate in selecting a combination of interventions. In essence, the incremental
cost-effectiveness expresses the cost-effectiveness of adding a new intervention to
currently active interventions (41).
From the standpoint of implementation, interventions can be mutually exclusive or
simultaneously usable. Every decision concerning the initialization of an intervention
must therefore start from the question – whether the possible interventions can be
simultaneously implemented or not. Examples of two simultaneously implemented
interventions in the case of tuberculosis are sputum smear and vaccination, which
can be carried out at the same time. However, the simultaneous implementation of
different treatment principles may not be possible.
Assessments of incremental cost-effectiveness are best given by graphic presentation
of cost and effect, when placing costs on the vertical and effects of the horizontal axis.
In this case the cost-effectiveness is presented by the elevation angle drawn from the
origin of axes to the crossing of cost and effect. The smaller the slope, the more costeffective the intervention because the positive change in health is achievable with
smaller costs.
Figure 7-1 presents a hypothetical situation with interventions A to C and lines
showing their cost-effectiveness from a to c. On the bases of cost-effectiveness solely,
the intervention with the smallest slope should be chosen. In this case intervention A
is the best choice and it is followed by intervention B and finally intervention C.
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Figure 7-1. Cost and benefits of mutually compatible interventions
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Figure 7-2 presents a hypothetical example of mutually exclusive interventions D1 to
D5. Viewed from the origin of axes the most cost-effective intervention is D1, however
the second most cost-effective intervention (D2) can not be implemented
simultaneously with D1. Thus its cost and effect of themselves become irrelevant and
the additional costs and effects when moving from D1 to D2, i.e. incremental costeffectiveness, become important.
The additional costs and effects in Figure 7.2 are presented by line d. Thus in the case
of non-simultaneous interventions, the selection of the next choice depends on the
level reached with previous interventions. In the current figure, intervention D1 is
followed by interventions D2 and D3 that together form the interventions’ expansion
path i.e. the best combination of interventions for different levels of resources.
The interventions D4 and D5 presented on the same figure are not part of the selected
combination and they will not be chosen if cost-effectiveness is the only criterion for
intervention selection because when compared to the interventions on the expansion
path they are less cost-effective. In real situations, decision making process also
includes other circumstances e.g. various ethical and social conditions.
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Figure 7-2. Costs and benefits of mutually exclusive interventions
If the interventions under study include both simultaneously implementable and
mutually exclusive interventions, then the rules of the previously mentioned options
must be combined. Figure 7-3 is a hypothetical example illustrating such a situation.
The principle is still the selection of the interventions with the smallest elevation
angle. In this case the comparison is between slopes drawn from the origin of axes
(average cost-effectiveness ratio) and previously selected interventions (incremental
cost-effectiveness ratio).
In the given example the first selection is intervention A. According to the costeffectiveness of next choice is intervention D1 because compared to others the sloped1 is the smallest. To select the third intervention, the slopes of lines b and c are
compared to the slope of d2, which represents substituting intervention D1 with D2.
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As line b has the smallest slope, intervention B is selected. Following the same logic,
the next interventions are D2, C and D3.
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Figure 7-3. Cost and benefit of mutually compatible and mutually exclusive
interventions
Dividing interventions into cost-effective and non cost-effective depends on society’s
judgments of value and commonly accepted limits based on the value assessments.
According to recommendations of the WHO Commission on Macroeconomics and
Health this division could be based on gross domestic production per capita, which in
2004 was 90 472 EEK (43).
According to this recommendation WHO-CHOICE discerns:
very cost-effective interventions – the cost for one gained life year is smaller
than GDP per capita (less than 90 472 EEK),
cost-effective interventions – the cost for one gained life year is 1 to 3 times
GDP per capita (90 472 – 271 416 EEK),
non cost-effective interventions – the cost for gaining one life year is greater
than 3 times GDP per capita (more than 271 416 EEK).
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8

Contextualization

WHO-CHOICE methodology has so far been primarily used for analysis on the scale
of global regions and its results also used to interpolate country-specific results. In
order to get results that are in better harmony with the local situation, the input data
is specified; this is known as contextualization and in the course of this study is
composed of the following conceptual parts:
getting acquainted with the methodology,
gathering input data,
an evaluation of the validity of data by an focus group with their
supplementation according to the recommendations of the panel,
data analysis and presentation of results.
At the first stage a seminar on the topics of cost-effectiveness analysis, WHOCHOICE methodology and the available tools and the possibilities of
contextualization was carried out in cooperation between the WHO, the Ministry of
Social Affairs and the Department of Public Health of University of Tartu. During the
seminar that took place in November 2004, Dan Chisholm and Shekhar Saxena from
the WHO and Rob Baltussen from the Erasmus University in Rotterdam spoke about
the aforementioned topics.
The two day seminar was composed of introducing the theoretical background of the
method and using the WHO-CHOICE tools and country-specific data. By the time of
the event, the WHO-CHOICE contextualization measures had been developed for
evaluating interventions targeted at decreasing depression, schizophrenia, alcohol
abuse and smoking, the three foremost are described in this report. The interventions
targeted at decreasing smoking are covered in detail in the report “Burden of Disease
in Estonia: burden of disease, health risks and cost-effectiveness of interventions”
(20).
The electronic measures prepared for the contextualization handled different
treatment methods as interventions both solely and in combinations with variations
in the scale of their implementations.
During the primary seminar the data concerning Estonia used in WHO-CHOICE
regional analyses was also discussed as a possible starting point in carrying out the
contextualization.
The second stage of the study was the gathering of data in all fields necessary for
carrying out the analysis, such as population demography, epidemiology of the
conditions under study and program and patient costs necessary implementing the
intervention. Sections 8.1 to 8.4 of this report describe the second stage of
contextualization in detail.
In the third stage, an evaluation of the data gathered in the previous stage was given
by the focus group made up of mental health experts. The focus group also defined
the weights of single schizophrenia and depression interventions for the
combinations based on them as described in part 8.5 of this report.
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8.1 Epidemiological data
The data about demographical situation was based on official Estonian population
statistics (44), according to which the gender-age structure of the population, the
number of births and death rates in age-gender groups were specified for the
population model PopMod.
The main inputs for the model were prevalence, disease case remission and mortality
per 1000, average disability weight of disease cases and division of levels of severity
for schizophrenia, depression and alcohol abuse. Main sources of information were
the Estonian Health Insurance Fund database and scientific literature, where if
possible Estonia-specific data was favoured.
The WHO assessments concerning the prevalence and the number of new cases of
depression that served as the starting point of contextualization were based on the
year 2000 Global Burden of Disease study (22). According to this study, the average
duration of an untreated depressive episode was 6 months, according to which
morbidity is two times the current prevalence (i.e. a person develops an average of
two depressive episodes a year).
In order to determine depression and schizophrenia morbidity and prevalence
requests for this data by 10-year age groups and both genders were made into the
Estonian Health Insurance Fund (EHIF) database which holds records for almost
every medical encounter in Estonia.
The data acquired from EHIF was compared to the results of international studies
dealing with the epidemiology of depression and schizophrenia (45-47) or data from
international literature, in case appropriate studies were lacking (48-50).
In WHO assessments the mortality due to depression was based on the 6% lifetime
risk of adults suffering from affective disorders committing suicide (51). As the risk of
suicide is greater at a younger age then the model used a 9% risk for people aged 1545 and 3% risk indicator for people older than 45. However, according to study
results depression does not increase the risk of mortality from natural causes (52).
For schizophrenia in Estonia WHO-CHOICE presents a remission rate of 10%. As this
is for a period of 10 years, a 1% yearly remission rate was used. (53).
Determining the mortality rate of schizophrenia was based on WHO-CHOICE
assessment that 3 out of 1000 deaths are due to schizophrenia, which includes both
deaths from natural and external causes, e.g. suicide. According to the results of a
meta-analysis of schizophrenia connected mortality (54) and other studies (55) one
third of deaths are from violent and two thirds from natural causes.
The focus group was presented with WHO-CHOICE initial data as well as the results
from the requests to the Health Insurance Fund database and values from diseaseepidemiological specialized literature.
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8.2 Disability weights
In WHO-CHOICE methodology the effectiveness of interventions is expressed in
health loss averted. This is determined according to data about the prevalence of
conditions and indicators describing the severity of conditions.
The severity of a condition is expressed by the drop in quality of life because of the
disease i.e. disability weight, which according to the severity varies between 0 (perfect
health, no loss in quality of life) and 1 (worst imaginable health, 100% loss in quality
of life).
In the initial model the disability weights for depression varied between 0,14 and 0,76
(i.e. 14-76% of ideal health loss) (56), a unified composite weight of 0,63 was used for
schizophrenia (22) and the variation in the case of alcohol abuse was between 0,11
and 0,33 (57). According to WHO-CHOICE assessments the population disability
weights among adult population reached from 0,19 of younger age groups to 0,41 for
people over 80 years old.
According to the disability weights data from the Estonian burden of disease study
(24), the local disability weights for depression are between 0,19 and 0,46, for
schizophrenia 0,31-0,74 and alcohol abuse 0,19-0,48. The average health related
quality of life for Estonian general adult population is approximately 30% below the
perfect health threshold ranging from 25% to 45% drop (corresponding to disability
weights 0,25 to 0,45) in different age groups according to a 2002 population survey
(58).

8.3 Interventions and their effectiveness
According to WHO-CHOICE, intervention is any action that enables to decrease or
avoid health loss caused by the condition under analysis.
Intervention is included in the analysis if according to international literature its
efficiency in decreasing health loss has been proven, its effect on the population or
population group is of considerable size and it allows achieving great coverage of the
target group.

8.3.1 Depression
In the case of depression, the effects of seven interventions on population health were
evaluated (59):
Older antidepressants: tricyclic medication (TCA) e.g. imipramine,
amitriptyline
Newer antidepressants: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) e.g.
fluoxetine,
Psychotherapy: short cognitive therapy
Older antidepressants with psychotherapy
Newer antidepressants with psychotherapy
Proactive collaborative care with older antidepressants
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Proactive collaborative care with newer antidepressants
All discussed interventions are targeted at decreasing the duration of the depressive
period and decreasing the severity of the patient’s condition. In the case of an
effective intervention the WHO-CHOICE disease model will express the first by an
increasing remission rate and the latter is measurable as a change in quality of life.
In the case of depression, the most widely spread treatment method is
pharmacological treatment, which in the current study is represented by tricyclic and
serotonin reuptake inhibiting antidepressants.
A typical example of tricyclic i.e. older antidepressants is imipramine and for
serotonin reuptake inhibitors i.e. newer antidepressants - fluoxetine. By their
characteristics these two medications are typical examples of their groups.
In comparison to older antidepressants, the newer antidepressants are favoured due
to a smaller number of side-effects and less burdening dosage on the patient. Despite
an ever larger availability of newer medicines, older antidepressants still play a
certain role, especially in more severe cases of depression.
Interventions involving psychotherapy include a group of treatment methods aimed
at helping patients overcome their emotional and behavioural problems with nonpharmacological measures. In essence the treatment methods belonging to that
group vary from simple supportive actions e.g. regular counselling to actively solution
seeking actions e.g. cognitive behavioural therapy.
Treatment plans including proactive collaborative care consider depression as a
chronic disease in contrast to classical episode treatment and during a symptom free
period this approach requires supportive base treatment to avoid new disease
episodes or decrease their effect.
In the context of this analysis, proactive collaborative care includes constant
pharmacological base treatment for patients with frequent reoccurring depression
episodes and infrequent medical visits during a symptom free period.
According to literature, intervention remission rates vary from 2,4 for psychotherapy
to 2,8 for proactive collaborative care. In the WHO-CHOICE model these indicators
are based on studies that enable to determine care duration according to different
treatment methods (60-64).
The smaller remission rate of psychotherapy in comparison to other interventions is
caused by a slower initial impact, especially in cases of severe depression. On the
other hand, the difference in the remission rate of pharmacotherapy and the
combination of pharmacotherapy and psychotherapy is negligible, although a
difference in this case has been described in developing countries (65;66).
In the WHO-CHOICE model the extent of quality of life improvement as a result of
interventions is regarded moderate if for a first time disease episode the change in
quality of life measures up to 13-18% of the severity of the initial condition.
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Unlike other interventions, the two interventions including proactive collaborative
care also decrease reoccurring episodes of depression in addition to increasing
remission and improving quality of life. In the WHO-CHOICE model this is expressed
by the occurrence of episodes and this is decreased with the help of patient training
and a larger role of medical support in treatment procedures (67).
The effect decreasing the occurrence of new episodes will surface only with
reoccurring episodes, but of these cases up to 56% could benefit from the addition of
efficient base treatment to episode treatment. The predicted effect on such people is
the decrease of reoccurring episodes by half (68).
A direct impact of discussed interventions on the decrease in depression lethality and
suicide risk has not been thoroughly proven yet (69-71) and there are references that
the study of economic connections between antidepressants and suicides is
impossible due to a small number of the latter (72).
The American Psychiatrists’ Association also dealing with depression related suicide
risk has noted that even with best possible therapy the cause of death for some
patients is nevertheless suicide (73).
A conclusion of the effects on different disease aspects of interventions targeted at
decreasing depression related health loss discussed during WHO-CHOICE
contextualization is presented in table 8-1.
Intervention

Effectiveness
incidence

remission

quality of life

Current situation

8,0%

7,3%

Older (tricyclic) antidepressants

10,3%

9,0%

Newer (SSRI) antidepressants

11,5%

10,0%

Short psychotherapy

9,0%

11,0%

Older antidepressants + psychotherapy

11,8%

10,3%

Newer antidepressants + psychotherapy

12,6%

11,0%

Older antidepressants + proactive care

-12,6%

14,4%

11,0%

Newer antidepressants + proactive care

-13,4%

15,4%

11,7%

Combination of all interventions

-1,0%

10,9%

10,4%

Table 8-1. Effectiveness of interventions targeted toward depression induced burden
of disease compared to null-situation by areas of effect
In the WHO-CHOICE model, the greatest impact on increasing remission is achieved
by using newer antidepressants with proactive collaborative care, which also improve
quality of life and decreases the occurrence of reoccurring episodes of depression.
In addition to the intervention impact, its effect on the population is also determined
by its prevalence in the target group and the following of treatment instructions.
According to this, the WHO-CHOICE model implements intervention on only 50% of
all people suffering from depression (74), which is further decreased according to old
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and new antidepressants (70% and 73% accordingly) and the precise following of
psychotherapy treatment (76).
In conclusion, the greatest impact of the discussed interventions can be achieved by
proactive collaborative care with newer antidepressants, which with 60% target group
coverage allows for avoiding up to 40% depression related health loss. The second
most effective intervention is using older antidepressants according to proactive
collaborative care.
In case of proactive collaborative care the mentioned interventions highlight the
additional effect on the impact of pharmacological treatment which reaches up to
19%, in turn more than half of this is related to the effect decreasing the occurrence of
new episodes of depression.

8.3.2 Schizophrenia
In the case of schizophrenia, the effects of seven interventions on population health
were evaluated:
Older antipsychotic medication (classical neuroleptics)
Newer antipsychotic medication (atypical neuroleptics)
Older antipsychotic medication (classical) with psychosocial treatment
Newer antipsychotic medication (atypical) with psychosocial treatment
Older antipsychotic medication with case management
Newer antipsychotic medication with case management
All WHO-CHOICE schizophrenia related interventions are targeted at improving
patients’ quality of life through relieving symptoms and decreasing the general
severity of the condition.
The most prevalent treatment method of schizophrenia is pharmacological treatment,
which in the current study has been modelled separately for newer and older
antipsychotic medication.
In the current study, older antipsychotic medication refers to so called typical
medication e.g. Haloperidol and Chlorpromazine. Newer antipsychotic medication
refers to so called atypical antipsychotic medication e.g. Clozapine and Risperidone.
With both medicine groups, the treatment is continuous with the aim of primarily
avoiding exacerbations and relieving developed symptoms. In everyday treatment the
most suitable medicine for a certain patient is often found through trial and error,
however in most cases, newer medication is more suitable due to fewer side effects
disturbing the person’s motions.
A frequent problem in treating schizophrenia is the discontinuance of treatment by
the patient which is caused by schizophrenia symptomatic, long term
pharmacological treatment and likely side effects of long term use of medicines.
Classical treatment support services such as psychosocial treatment and case
management are used to increase adherence to care and increase the efficiency of
pharmacological treatment.
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In the case of psychosocial treatment (rehabilitation) the patient is directed to further
communicate e.g. in schizophrenia support groups. Training patients to notice early
symptoms and improving patient-doctor cooperation, which without training is
disturbed due to the nature of the disease, are also part of psychosocial treatment.
When a mental health worker or social worker is in continuous contact with patients
and help them remember their appointments with the doctor and make sure the
patients do not discontinue pharmacological treatment, it is referred to as case
management. When necessary, in case of more severe cases case managers can also
help their patients with everyday needs and communicate with public offices on their
behalf.
In WHO-CHOICE the decrease in psychotic symptoms and disorders is modelled
according to the impact size of different interventions (77). In calculating
intervention impact it is important to keep in mind that this can be implemented only
with the population group receiving treatment (up to an estimated 80% of the people
suffering from the disease).
The impact of schizophrenia interventions on disease remission has not been taken
into account in the WHO-CHOICE model, although according to studies carried out
in developing countries 20-30% of patients in long term therapy have shown
remission (78;79). On the other hand, based on the mentioned studies it is not
possible to distinguish natural and therapeutic remissions, which is the cause of not
modelling this impact.
Intervention

Effect on quality of life

Current situation

2,1%

Older antipsychotics (classical neuroleptics)

2,3%

Newer antipsychotics (atypical)

3,9%

Older antipsychotics + psychosocial care

5,8%

Newer antipsychotics + psychosocial care

7,6%

Older antipsychotics + case management

6,6%

Newer antipsychotics + case management

8,6%

Combination of all interventions

5,3%

Table 8-2. Effectiveness of schizophrenia interventions (on quality of life compared
to null-situation)
Of the interventions targeted at decreasing schizophrenia related burden of disease,
using newer antipsychotic medication with case management had the greatest impact
allowing a more than 8% increase in the quality of life of patients in comparison to a
situation with no treatment.
When comparing the effectiveness of interventions, it is apparent that using
psychosocial treatment together with the case management in addition to
pharmacological treatment has an important effect on improving patients’ quality of
life – a 3-4% additional effect in the case of psychosocial treatment and 4-5% effect in
the case of case management.
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8.3.3 Alcohol abuse
Unlike with schizophrenia and depression, the focus group handling the data of
alcohol abuse interventions took place with the November 2004 seminar introducing
the methodology. The recommendations of the workgroup evaluating alcohol abuse
data are found in this chapter and will not be dealt with in chapter 8.5 that deals with
the later work of the mental health focus group.
WHO-CHOICE analysis deals with alcohol abuse defined as a daily dosage of absolute
alcohol of 20g for women and 40g for men.
The focus group handling alcohol abuse was presented with data concerning the
lethality of alcohol consumption and relative death risks of abusers (2,5 times for
men aged 15-44, 1,3 and 1,4 for older aged men and women respectively) in
comparison to moderate users, which originates from a comparative cross regional
cost-effectiveness study of global alcohol abuse interventions (57).
The same source was used for remission rates (7,92% for men and 8,18% for women)
which are based on the average duration of alcohol abuse – 10,9 years. The 0,76
disability weight of alcohol abuse necessary for calculating burden of disease
originates from the evaluation carried out by Estonian burden of disease study
disability weights workgroup in 2003 (80).
Interventions targeted at decreasing alcohol abuse can be divided into four separate
intervention types, which are:
counselling;
legislation enforcement (e.g. random breath testing);
legislative interventions (e.g. alcohol taxation, banning drunk driving, limiting
access to alcohol sales, controlling advertising);
public awareness increasing media campaigns.
Taxation of alcoholic beverages mainly decreases the number of new cases of abuse
and thereby decreases the total use of alcohol.
The effect of taxation on consumption is expressed by price elasticity (the percentile
change in consumption after a 1% rise in prices). The values of price elasticity in the
WHO-CHOICE model vary from –0,3 to –1,5 for the most and least preferred
beverages accordingly.
In interventions including taxation of alcoholic beverages the current tax level, as well
as 25% and 50% increased tax levels were modelled. In cases of a rise in the tax level,
an increase according to price elasticity in black market turnover was also taken into
account.
Random breath testing on roads and banning drunk driving enable to influence the
amount of traffic injuries and deaths of both alcohol consumers and other people in
traffic.
If fully enforced the legislation of banning drunk driving can decrease the number of
lethal traffic accidents up to 7%. A constant widespread testing of random breath
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decreases mortality by 18% in comparison to a situation of no testing. According to
WHO-CHOICE the effect of random breath testing on non-lethal injuries is up to
15%.
The availability of alcohol can be dramatically reduced by bans and limitations but
that includes significant problems with the implementation and enforcement of these
measures. The main problems are an increase of the black market and more frequent
poisonings by self made alcohol.
A more moderate and realistic possibility is limiting sale times e.g. on weekends and
banning 24-hour sales, measures that have decreased consumption and alcohol
related health problems in Scandinavia. Based on studies carried out in Scandinavia,
the WHO-CHOICE model estimates that by limiting access to alcohol, the number of
new cases of abuse decreases by 1,5-3,0% and the number of lethal injuries in traffic
decreases by 1,5-4,0%.
Public interest in banning alcohol advertising has been constantly increasing;
however its impact on alcohol consumption is moderate at best. According to WHOCHOICE estimates, alcohol abuse decreases by 2-4% as a result of banning
advertising.
The only intervention of all alcohol related interventions under study that includes
the patient cost component is counselling by G.P. The intervention is composed of
psychosocial counselling and four medical visits during which alcohol related health
problems are discussed.
The counselling is targeted at decreasing alcohol abuse by shortening the duration of
an abuse episode and improving the condition of health. The WHO-CHOICE model
estimates a 22% decrease of alcohol abuse achieved with the help of the mutual
impact of these two actions.
The impact on burden of disease of interventions decreasing alcohol abuse is
determined as a result of the data for WHO-CHOICE contextualization and focus
group evaluations is presented in table 8-3.
Intervention

Effectiveness

Current level of taxation

-7,1%

Increased taxation (25%)

-8,1%

Increased taxation (50%)

-8,9%

Advertising ban

-3,0%

Random breath testing, male lethal injuries

-2,6%

Random breath testing, female lethal injuries

-1,1%

Random breath testing, all lethal injuries

-1,7%

Reduced access to retail outlets

-2,5%

Table 8-3. Effectiveness of alcohol interventions on incidence of alcohol abuse
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The greatest impact on alcohol abuse of the assessed interventions is achieved by
increasing alcohol taxation by 50% in comparison with the current tax level.
Unlike interventions including taxation, limiting access to alcohol in addition to
decreasing the number of new cases also decreases alcohol related deaths, which vary
from 0,01% to 0,5% according to age and gender.
As the intervention including brief advice by G.P. is directed to people already
consuming alcohol, its effect is expressed as an increase in the probability of
cessation and improvement in quality of life. According to the focus group dealing
with alcohol abuse interventions, counselling by G.P. improves quality of life by 4%
and remission rate by 18,4%.
As WHO-CHOICE assesses intervention impact in comparison to the situation where
there are no intervention then for instance in the case of taxation the effect of
additional intervention can be expressed as the result of subtracting the effects of
different levels of taxation: additional taxation of 25% causes a 1% decrease (8,17,1=1%) in new cases of alcohol abuse a year.
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8.4 Cost data
Most important cost data are bed day, reception and medication costs at different
organisational levels. The calculations of medication costs are based on medicine
prices from the electronic databases of TopMed and Magnum Medical (81;82) and
the average daily dosage recommended by the medication manufacturers.
The salary scale of the full-time officers of the Ministry of Social Affairs implemented
according to the education level of the workplaces presumed in the model (83), the
average personnel needs of national health programs and average market prices of
various goods units were used in order to determine program costs.

8.4.1. Bed day cost
In the WHO-CHOICE model, bed day costs are determined for three different levels
of medical establishments. At the same time the development plan for the Estonian
Hospital Network (84) describes a four level system of medical establishments. In the
current study the two lower level groups of health care establishments are merged
according to their salary rates. Thus WHO-CHOICE and Estonian medical levels
correspond in the following manner:
primary – Estonian general and local hospital
secondary – Estonian central hospital
tertiary – Estonian regional hospital
The division above is extremely important in calculating the average bed day cost for
schizophrenia, as according to the Estonian Health Insurance Fund list of healthcare
services (85) two price limited bed days with different resource cost exist for this
condition:
acute psychiatry bed day
psychiatry bed day.
In the case of acute psychiatry bed days, the costs for medical staff as well as expenses
on various technical equipment e.g. means to prevent physical assaults, are greater.
According to the year 2003 data by the Ministry of Social Affairs concerning the
occupancy of bed therapy (86), acute psychiatry forms about 20% of all bed days of
tertiary level psychiatry, while it only counts for 3% of secondary level bed days. More
accurate bed day cost calculations have been carried out in this study according to the
abovementioned division.
The necessary components have been considered in calculating bed day costs:
staff costs (doctors, nurses, care takers)
general expenses of a medical establishment (administration workforce costs,
space and inventory costs etc.)
costs related to the space, equipment, etc. necessary to offer the service
patients’ catering costs
patient management related costs (e.g. laundry, patient info management,
information technology etc.)
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Personnel costs calculations are based on the study of the hourly wage of healthcare
workers (84) by the Ministry of Social Affairs, which was conducted in March 2004.
In addition to salary costs, personnel costs include the medical establishment’s costs
directly related to workers e.g. training and office costs.
Bed day costs do not reflect the expenses on medications, medical supplies,
caretaking appliances and laboratory research as in the WHO-CHOICE model these
are considered independently and are taken into account according to the treatment
plan.
According to the abovementioned, Estonian bed day costs are 449EEK, 504EEK and
596EEK on the primary, secondary and tertiary level accordingly.

8.4.2 Reception cost
The second important part of patient costs are costs related to visiting a doctor.
Similarly to bed day costs, the WHO-CHOICE model distinguished between three
levels of reception.
In calculating reception costs, the workforce costs of medical staff, costs related to
space and equipment necessary to provide services and costs related to patient
management e.g. costs related to patient info management and IT solutions, are
taken into account on all three levels. In addition, 2003 Estonian Health Insurance
Fund data about total G.P. help costs and the number of visits was taken into account
in calculating reception costs for the lowest level.
According to the abovementioned, Estonian reception costs are 175EEK, 204EEK and
218EEK on the primary, secondary and tertiary level accordingly.

8.5. Resource use
Implementing resource use into determining total costs of interventions is important
as it allows taking into account different sizes of intervention coverage in the
population. A varying coverage can be caused by partial intervention implementation
and problems by the doctor in following treatment plans or partial adhering to
guidelines by the patient in the case of pharmacological treatment.
Based on the null-situation logic, where all interventions are compared to the
situation of no intervention, WHO-CHOICE considers the current situation also to be
one of many interventions. Thus, from the analysis standpoint, a most accurate
description of the combination of interventions forming the current situation is
necessary. In the current study, excerpts from the Estonian Health Insurance Fund
database were used as the source for the required data.
In the case of depression, the current resource use was described for light, moderate
and severe disease course. In the case of schizophrenia related resource use, five
disease groups formed on the bases of condition severity and cost type, were
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distinguished. A more precise formation of disease groups according to ICD-10 codes
is described in table 8-4.
The usage percentages of different services and medication types in view of the
abovementioned disease groups were described with the help of excerpts from the
Estonian Health Insurance Fund database. With depression the discussed medication
types were newer and older antidepressants (cyclic and non-cyclic), with
schizophrenia, newer and older neuroleptics.
The percentage of patients who had had hospital care in establishments providing
acute psychiatric, psychiatric or care therapy or used services such as psychotherapy,
encephalography, etc. was also found.
Depression
Mild – F32.0; F33.0; F32.8; F32.9; F33.8; F33.9
Moderate – F32.1; F33.1
Severe – F32.2; F32.3; F33.2; F33.3
Schizophrenia
Remission after one episode – F20.*5
Partial remission after one episode – F20.*4
Episodic, remittent – F20.*3
Episodic, stable or progressive – F20.*1; F20.*2
Continuous – F20.*0

Table 8-4. Principles of disease grouping for resource use description (ICD-10 sub
codes marked by * were not used in grouping).
Resource usage determined in this way was input into the focus group work just like
the resource usage described with costs related to disease epidemiology and
interventions.

8.6 Focus group
The goal of the third stage of the study was the validation of data and the formation of
a data package suitable for analysis.
In order to achieve the specified goal, a mental health focus group was organized as a
two-day event in February 2005, which was presented with the initial data in WHOCHOICE tools as well as all input parameters calculated on the bases of Health
Insurance Fund, national and international surveys about the epidemiology, resource
use and other fields of the conditions (described in chapters 8.1-8.5).
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Based on the panel’s consensus, in later analysis of depression and schizophrenia the
remission and mortality rates and duration of a depressive episode recommended by
the WHO were used.
A data package including the default data of the WHO-CHOICE model and Estoniaspecific data concerning disease epidemiology, intervention costs and general
resource use was prepared in order to simplify the work of the focus group.
The data used in the analysis concerning depression prevalence originates from the
Estonian Health Interview Survey of 1996 (88;89) for younger age groups and from a
study concerning depression prevalence in Estonia (90) for older age groups (aged
over 65 years) as recommended by the focus group.
In this case the data from the Estonian Health Insurance Fund is not applicable
because according to the focus group’s opinion, only little more than half of the
people suffering from depression visit a doctor and thus only part of the needs are
visible.
Unlike with depression, this problem did not exist with schizophrenia as because of
the nature of the condition most people suffering from it end up in a healthcare
establishment sooner or later, however there is the question of the severity of the
disease at the time of reception. According to the mental health panel, and also
international literature, the Estonian Health Insurance Fund figures for overall
prevalence and morbidity for schizophrenia correspond to the current situation (91).
At the same time the gender-age distribution of schizophrenia based on the data from
the Estonian Health Insurance Fund needed correcting according the opinion of the
focus group. The correction was based on the gender-age distribution included in
WHO-CHOICE tools.
While considering various disability weights’ data packages, the focus group
recommended using the results from the Estonian burden of disease study as the
most suitable for the current study for both schizophrenia and depression.
In discussing resource usage the focus group was faced with a two-part assignment:
evaluating current resource use and determining the goals of the analysis.
Determining analysis goals mainly comprised of assessing the possibility and scale of
implementing the studied interventions, which was based on the principle that the
levels be realistic and achievable in the near future.
A patient’s adherence to treatment and doctor guidelines is defined as the rate to
which the patient adheres to medical guidelines and takes medication according to
the doctor’s prescription. Following guidelines does not depend only on a patient’s
adherence to treatment instructions but also the doctor’s or healthcare service
provider’s adherence to instructions and his capableness and skill in clarifying to the
patient the necessity of adhering to treatment guidelines (92). The efficiency of
treatment measures is directly dependent on the measure of adhering to instructions
– the more accurately the instructions are followed by the patient and the medical
worker, the more effective is the treatment plan.
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The assessment on adherence to guidelines in Estonia (table 8-5) was given by the
focus group by decreasing some of the preset values in the model. A patient is least
likely to adhere to treatment instructions in case of using older schizophrenia
medication due to their severe and unpleasant side-effects.
The goal in adhering to treatment instructions was a 5% improvement in the case of
schizophrenia and 5-10% improvement depending on the intervention in the case of
depression. Adhering to instructions is primarily promoted by training and
awareness building.

Depression

Schizophrenia

Current situation
Service
Patient
provider

Target situation
Service
Patient
provider

Older antipsychotics (e.g. Haloperidol)

80%

35%

85%

40%

Newer antipsychotics (e.g. Risperidon)

80%

60%

85%

65%

Older antipsychotics with psychosocial care
(e.g. family therapy)

80%

50%

85%

55%

Newer antipsychotics with psychosocial care
(e.g. family therapy)

80%

65%

85%

70%

Older antipsychotics with psychosocial care
and case management

80%

55%

85%

60%

Newer antipsychotics with psychosocial care
and case management

80%

70%

85%

75%

Current situation

70%

60%

70%

70%

Older (tricyclic) antidepressants

75%

63%

75%

73%

Newer (SSRI) antidepressants

80%

65%

80%

75%

Short psychotherapy

75%

65%

75%

75%

Older antidepressants + psychotherapy

80%

70%

80%

75%

Newer antidepressants + psychotherapy

75%

75%

75%

80%

Older antidepressants + proactive care

80%

75%

80%

80%

Newer antidepressants + proactive care

70%

60%

70%

70%

Table 8-5. Compliance of patients and service providers for different interventions
currently and in target situation
The focus group also evaluated the distribution of different interventions based on
data from the Estonian Health Insurance Fund in order to describe the current i.e.
null-situation. According to the focus group assessment, 50% of all people suffering
from depression and 61% of people suffering from schizophrenia are currently
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covered with some kind of intervention. The division of single interventions in order
to achieve such coverage is presented in table 8-6.
Simultaneously to the null-situation the goal of modelling for various combinations of
single interventions was defined. Together these single interventions should
guarantee 60% coverage of people suffering from depression and 65% coverage of
people suffering from schizophrenia. The division of single interventions in order to
achieve such coverage is presented in table 8-6.

Depression

Schizophrenia

In WHO-CHOICE models the amount of people suffering from a disease covered by
single interventions is 60% for depression and 80% for schizophrenia as described
above in the part discussing the effectiveness of interventions.
Current
situation

Target
situation

Older antipsychotics (e.g. Haloperidol)

45,0%

5%

Newer antipsychotics (e.g. Risperidon)

5,0%

10%

5,0%

10%

5,0%

25%

0,3%

5%

0,3%

10%

Total coverage of combination

60,6%

65%

Older (tricyclic) antidepressants

10,0%

20%

Newer (SSRI) antidepressants

33,0%

24%

Short psychotherapy

2,0%

4%

Older antidepressants + psychotherapy

0%

1%

Newer antidepressants + psychotherapy

5,0%

8%

Older antidepressants + proactive care

0,0%

0%

Newer antidepressants + proactive care

0,0%

4%

Total coverage of combination

50%

60%

Older antipsychotics with psychosocial care (e.g.
family therapy)
Newer antipsychotics with psychosocial care
(e.g. family therapy)
Older antipsychotics with psychosocial care and
case management
Newer antipsychotics with psychosocial care
and case management

Table 8-6. Proportions of single interventions in current and target intervention
combinations and total coverage of the combinations (outside the combinations
single interventions for depression were modelled using 60% and for schizophrenia
using 80% coverage)
Unlike with the interventions targeted at schizophrenia and depression, alcohol
abuse interventions do not require the composing of a resource use profile as they are
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general legislative interventions that cover the entire population and there is no
adhering to treatment problem characteristic of pharmacological interventions. With
brief advice, the only intervention including personal involvement, possible
adherence problems have been accounted in determining intervention effectiveness.

8.6 Conclusion of contextualization
In conclusion, in order to achieve better coherence with local conditions, changes
were made in all input data concerning cost-effectiveness in the WHO tools that the
contextualization was based upon – demographic data, epidemiology of conditions,
evaluations on the severity of these diseases and the coverage of treatment methods
in use were all specified.
Medicine prices, bed day and medical visit costs and the amount of resources
necessary for implementing and administrating interventions, with unit cost, were all
brought up to date.
The greatest difference between the data acquired by the WHO-CHOICE regional
analyses and the specified input data was the decrease in resource cost. This change
was mainly because the interpolations based on regional data are calculated on the
world scale according to the average country population (50 million inhabitants),
which greatly overestimates the amount of resources necessary for intervention
administration in a country the size of Estonia.
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Results
9

Schizophrenia

The current analysis modelled the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of
schizophrenia related interventions in comparison to other interventions according to
WHO-CHOICE methodology. The interventions discussed were rather general and
with a relatively large coverage and included two medicine groups, psychosocial
treatment and case management in various combinations as discussed in chapter 8.3.
Intervention effectiveness is expressed in health loss averted i.e. gained healthy life
years. Loss of healthy life years is caused by premature mortality and disease related
decrease in quality of life.
Of the analyzed single interventions targeted at schizophrenia, the combination of
newer antipsychotic medications and case management principles had the greatest
impact (figure 9-1) – 675 healthy life years gained per year, which is followed by the
combination of newer medications with psychosocial treatment – 596 healthy life
years gained, and the usage of older medications with case management – 522
healthy life years gained per year.
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Figure 9-1. Effectiveness of single interventions for schizophrenia presented as a
number of healthy life years gained (DALY’s averted) in one year
The smallest impact of single interventions is using antipsychotic medications
without the support of psychotherapy or case management as is presented by the 179
healthy life years gained with classical medications and 310 healthy life years gained
with newer medications.
By comparing the results of the current and target intervention mix (figure 9-2) we
can see that the target set by the focus group is more efficient with 417 healthy life
years gained per year compared to the current gain of 161 life years.
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Figure 9-2. Effectiveness of intervention combinations for schizophrenia presented
as a number of healthy life years gained (DALY’s averted) in one year
When comparing the two abovementioned combinations of interventions with single
interventions, it should be kept in mind that in modelling, the coverage was about
60% for combinations and 80% for single interventions among all those in need of
treatment.
By comparing the effectiveness of schizophrenia related interventions it can be
concluded that when combining pharmacological treatment with other actions, the
greatest additional effect is achieved with case management. This can be explained by
a positive change in the rate of adherence to treatment plans, which improves when
the case manager helps the patient follow the treatment and directs them to seek help
from health care service providers in time.
From the standpoint of this study, the cost-effectiveness of interventions, which was
evaluated by comparing the impact with related costs, i.e. the amount of resources
spent on gaining one healthy life year, is more important than their effectiveness.
The most cost-effective single interventions are the use of atypical or classical
antipsychotics supported by case management with 312 332 and 316 613 EEK per one
life year saved (figure 9-3).
The most cost-effective intervention is the combination of all single interventions
with 252 265 EEK per one life year (figure 9-4) with the percentages of single
interventions recommended by the focus group (table 8-6).
The difference in implementing atypical or classical antipsychotic medications with
case management is minimal because in the cost-effectiveness analysis the greater
efficiency of newer medications is not apparent due to the smaller total cost of
treatment with older medications.
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Figure 9-3. Cost-effectiveness of single interventions for schizophrenia presented as
an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in one year.
The results of this report are also influenced by price policies of drug companies on
Estonian market. Hence, it is quite possible that classical antipsychotic medications
and their combinations with supportive services could become the most cost-effective
if the prices of atypical antipsychotic drugs were to increase.
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Figure 9-4. Cost-effectiveness of intervention combinations for schizophrenia
presented as an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in
one year.
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Of the analyzed interventions, the ones based on solely medications without
supportive services are the least cost-effective. When simply prescribing medications,
the probability of the patient not following the treatment plan is greater and thus at
equal costs, the benefits would be smaller when compared to interventions where
medications are combined with psychotherapy or case management. In comparing
total amounts, the implementation of the intervention including only older
medications is the least effective one with 786 466 EEK spent on gaining one healthy
life year.
Among interventions for schizophrenia the target mix of single interventions can be
considered cost-effective, when compared to GDP per capita, which in 2004 was 90
472 EEK for Estonia (43), according to the recommendations of the WHO
Commission on Macroeconomics and Health (42).
According to incremental cost-effectiveness the first choice would be the combination
of all interventions in the relations suggested by the focus group. Of other
interventions, the greatest additional impact with the smallest cost is achieved with
using newer antipsychotic medications with case management at the 80% coverage of
the target group (figure 9-5).
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Figure 9-5. Incremental cost-effectiveness of interventions for schizophrenia
presented as an additional cost (EEK) of one additionally gained life year (averted
DALY) in 10-year span of an intervention along with an optional order of selection
By adding other interventions it is possible to gain an additional 2 500 healthy life
years during the next 10 years. The cost of additional intervention on the entire
population during the 10 years is approximately 150 million EEK, most of which is
spent on training service providers, increasing service coverage and salaries of case
managers.
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10

Depression

Similarly with other conditions, depression-related interventions, analyzed according
to the WHO-CHOICE methodology, included pharmacological treatment with two
medication groups, psychosocial treatment and proactive collaborative care in
different combinations.
The most efficient interventions were the usage of SSRI and tricyclic antidepressants
with psychotherapy and proactive collaborative care with 4 935 and 4 669 healthy life
years gained per year respectively (figure 10-1). The effects of the other single
interventions on population health were only half as efficient.
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Figure 10-1. Effectiveness of single interventions for depression presented as a
number of healthy life years gained (DALY’s averted) in one year.
Using tricyclic antidepressants according to a regular treatment plan without
supportive psychotherapy was the least efficient of all single interventions by gaining
2 481 healthy life years per year.
The target combination suggested by the focus group had the greatest effect of all
combinations of single interventions with 2 839 healthy life years gained which is
approximately 800 healthy life years more than the current situation (figure 10-2).
When viewing the effectiveness of an intervention together with the amount of
resources required, the most cost-effective intervention is the combination of all
interventions (figure 10-3) in the percentages recommended by the focus group (table
8-6), which would require the expenditure of 43 000 EEK for gaining one healthy life
year.
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Figure 10-2. Effectiveness of intervention combinations for depression presented as
a number of healthy life years gained (DALY’s averted) in one year.
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Figure 10-3. Cost-effectiveness of intervention combinations for depression
presented as an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in
one year.
In cost-effectiveness terms, the combination of all interventions is followed by two
interventions incorporating only pharmacological treatment (figure 10-4). Gaining
one healthy life year would require approximately 48 000 EEK when using only SSRI
and 71 000 EEK when using only tricyclic anti-depressants.
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Using tricyclic antidepressants with psychotherapy is the least cost-effective
intervention, each year of health life costing over 120 000 EEK.
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reuptake inhibitors (SSRI)
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120 000
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and psychotherapy

120 021

SSRI
and psychotherapy

103 779

TCA, psychotherapy
and proactive care

97 359

SSRI, psychotherapy
and proactive care

83 820

Figure 10-4. Cost-effectiveness of single interventions for depression presented as
an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in one year.
When comparing the intervention costs for gaining one healthy life year to GDP per
capita, then according to the recommendations of the WHO Commission on
Macroeconomics and Health (42), all interventions are cost-effective, with most
being even very cost-effective.
According to the incremental cost-effectiveness on interventions, the first choice
would be the combination of all single interventions in coverage suggested by the
focus group (figure 10-5).
The second choice according to incremental cost-effectiveness would be the usage of
SSRI with psychotherapy and proactive collaborative care with 60% target group
coverage. During 10 years this would generate an additional 21 000 healthy life years
with expenses on pharmacological treatment of a longer duration and the training
and salaries of a greater number of psychotherapists.
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Figure 10-5. Incremental cost-effectiveness of interventions for depression
presented as an additional cost (EEK) of one additionally gained healthy life year
(averted DALY) in 10-year span of an intervention along with an optional order of
selection
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Alcohol abuse

With alcohol abuse, interventions that encompass the entire population e.g. taxation,
access limitation and person directed interventions in the form of counselling were
analyzed. In case of taxation interventions the level from November of year 2004 is
regarded as current.
According to WHO-CHOICE methodology the most efficient single intervention
targeted at decreasing alcohol consumption is the increase of alcohol taxation by 50%
which would save 3 677 healthy life years each year (figure 11-1).
The most effective intervention combinations is the mix of all single interventions
which would save 8 350 healthy life years annually (figure 11-2).
The least effective interventions to decrease alcohol abuse are counselling and
reduced access with 1 196 and 1 159 life years saved accordingly.
Since banning alcohol advertising is mainly targeted at the consumption habits of the
younger population and its impact is long term, current studies may not express the
full extent of this intervention and it may also be somewhat underestimated in this
analysis.
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Figure 11-1. Effectiveness of single interventions for alcohol abuse presented as a
number of healthy life years saved (DALY’s averted) in one year.
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Figure 11-2. Effectiveness of intervention combinations for alcohol abuse presented
as a number of healthy life years saved (DALY’s averted) in one year.
The most cost-effective intervention for reducing exposure to hazardous alcohol use
is increasing alcohol taxation by 50% compared to the 2004 level. In this case the
costs for saving one healthy life year per year would be just 639 EEK (figure 11-3). A
25% tax rise has a similar cost-effectiveness.
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Figure 11-3. Cost-effectiveness of single interventions for alcohol abuse presented as
an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in one year.
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Figure 11-4. Cost-effectiveness of intervention combinations for alcohol abuse
presented as an average cost (EEK) of one gained healthy life year (averted DALY) in
one year.
Besides taxation, the most cost-effective single interventions are time-limited access
to alcohol and banning advertising, all of which require less than 2 000 EEK per
healthy life year gained.
Brief advice by G.P. is the least cost-effective intervention, requiring over 10 000 EEK
for gaining one healthy life year.
All the analyzed interventions are regarded as very cost-effective according to GDP
per capita as all require less that 90 472 EEK for one gained healthy life year. Even
for brief advice as the least cost-effective intervention the cost for gaining one healthy
life year is well below the Estonian GDP per capita.
According to incremental cost-effectiveness (figure 11-5) the order of implementing
interventions is the following:
1) 50% rise in taxation,
2) the combination of rising taxation and banning advertisement,
3) the simultaneous implementation of all single interventions.
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Figure 11-5. Incremental cost-effectiveness of interventions for alcohol abuse
presented as an additional cost (EEK) of one additionally gained healthy life year
(averted DALY) in 10-year span of an intervention along with an optional order of
selection
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The comparison of the results of analysis

The analysis compares three essentially very different problems connected with
mental health – schizophrenia, depression and alcohol abuse. These conditions differ
in character, severity and also the possibility to prevent the burden of disease
inflicted by them.
Schizophrenia is a chronic disease with an important genetic component. It causes
great indirect expenses on the diseased, his close friends and relatives and the
society. The treatment of schizophrenia is mostly targeted at constraining the disease
and restoring the person’s life-quality and the ability to work.
In the case of depression, an important role is played by the social definition of the
condition and like schizophrenia its treatment is mainly directed at mitigating the
condition and preventing new episodes.
Alcohol abuse in some forms can be regarded a disease. However, mostly it is rather a
health-behavioural problem which increases the risk of other mental disorders such
as depression. Although treatment for addiction is possible, most interventions are
targeted at preventing the burden of disease due to alcohol.
The costs for saving one life year are the smallest for alcohol abuse interventions,
where most cost between 1000 and 10000 EEK per life year. Of the three conditions,
the greatest costs per life year are for schizophrenia.
The largest costs are related to conducting treatment, thus for both schizophrenia and
depression the costs for saving a life year are substantially greater than for alcohol
abuse. Meanwhile the costs for schizophrenia and depression are in similar orders of
magnitude.
In efficiency the interventions for alcohol abuse and depression are rather similar.
One possible cause of the difference in the effectiveness of schizophrenia and
depression interventions is the greater prevalence of forms that are milder and more
responsive to therapy in the case of depression which is greatly effected by the
society’s understanding of the limit between the disease and pre-disease condition.
Meanwhile, terminating treatment solely based on judgement cost-effectiveness is
unthinkable. For instance, a person suffering from schizophrenia is a substantial
burden on his close relatives and friends and it is ethically unacceptable to deprive
patients and members of the society in contact with them of the society’s support,
thus practically casting them out of the society.
Comparing the analyzed conditions is thus required primarily to better understand
their nature, but decisions in selecting interventions should be made within the limits
of one condition.
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Discussion

The goal of the analysis was the mapping of already active interventions and
determining a combination of interventions with a better cost-effectiveness to
decrease the burden of disease by schizophrenia, depression and alcohol abuse. The
goal was not to order different diseases as all decisions in selecting interventions
should be made within the bounds of one condition. Neither is this study meant for
making everyday treatment decisions.
The study results show that despite the differences in the conditions, investments
directed at solving mental health problems are beneficial in the economic sense. This
is directly reflected in the fact that most of the analyzed interventions are costeffective, alcohol abuse interventions even very cost-effective.
An important result of the analysis is the apparent important role of supportive
actions e.g. psychotherapy and case management in increasing the cost-effectiveness
of pharmacological treatment of depression and schizophrenia, hopefully thus being
an impulse for decreasing the burden of disease on the people suffering from the
aforementioned conditions.
Although when combining simple pharmacological treatment with supportive actions
the amount of necessary resources increases substantially, the effectiveness of the
combination increases even more. Most of the additional costs are due to an increase
of required manpower, required training and salaries.
In addition to increasing the role of supportive actions, the cost-effectiveness of
current actions can be increased by improving the adherence to treatment.
The current analysis combines ambulant and stationary treatment and their influence
has not been separately described according to the methodology, however, although
many nations are still in the process of deciding the future course of their mental
health system development, Estonia has already decided to move in the direction of
increasing the role of ambulant treatment.
The orientation towards increasing the role of ambulant treatment is also expressed
by the most cost-effective intervention combinations in the case of depression and
schizophrenia, where stationary treatment is assigned only on cases where ambulant
treatment is not possible due to the health condition of the person or when the
person has become a threat to himself and others because of his psychic condition.
When using the results of the analysis one must keep in mind that the costeffectiveness of interventions is evaluated conservatively as it does not depict indirect
impacts e.g. the increase of population productivity and its economic consequences in
line with the improvement in population health. This exclusion is due to the
substantially larger variability of these effects when compared to the conditions that
cause them which makes the reason for the quantification and presentation of these
effects on a single scale questionable.
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As this is an analysis of cost-effectiveness, the current study has not attempted to
determine the monetary value of a quality life year. However, it is possible to
establish a monetary limit which determines whether an intervention is cost-effective
or not. This analysis has implemented GDP per capita as one possible limit, according
to which the value of one life year is the average resource produced by one person in
the society in a year.
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